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Abstract

Customer orientation concerns the degree to which an organisation focuses on customers, recognises their

desires and places meeting their needs as a first priority. As managing the needs of individual customers in

supply chains become increasingly important, logistics companies have been recognising customer orientation

as a critical aspect of their success. This study explores some of the challenges in the deployment of customer-

oriented logistics systems and argues that the so-called product intelligence model can provide an approach

for developing such systems. Using an industrial case study, in this paper we examine customer orientation

for a third-party logistics provider by examining both the development of information systems that enable

the offering of flexible logistics offerings to the end customer and the impact of providing these offerings

on a company’s performance. We conclude with a set of functionalities required by information systems of

logistics providers that wish to enhance customer orientation in their offerings
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1. Introduction

Due to the emerging importance of managing the needs of individual customers in supply chains, logistics

companies have been increasingly recognising customer orientation as a critical success factor [1, 2, 3, 4].

Logistics companies and retailers alike aim to offer more customer-oriented logistics services by offering

greater customisation and flexibility to their customers [5, 6, 7]. In this paper, we focus on the design of5

information systems that can support customer-orientation in logistics and its impact on existing operations

and systems. We argue that the so-called product intelligence model [8, 9] for logically linking data and

rules to a product, provides a suitable approach for the deployment of customer-oriented logistics which is

often difficult to deploy with today’s systems.

In particular, this study focuses on logistics offerings which allow the customer to flexibly intervene10

while his order is being processed. The development of these offerings are studied in detail via an in-depth

third-party logistics case study, the aim of which is the examination of the challenges associated with the

introduction of the offerings and their impact of performance. Besides analysing a specific industrial case,

this study aims to contribute more generally to the functionalities required by information systems that

wish to enhance customer orientation, towards their actual deployment. It also contributes to the product15

intelligence literature by further exploring its role for enhancing the customer-provider interaction.
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This paper is organised as follows. In Section 2 we present the main characteristics of a customer-oriented

logistics system and we explore how companies achieve such characteristics today. In Section 3 we introduce

a procedure for the development of an information model for customer-oriented logistics and we discuss the

role of product intelligence in enabling the model. An industrial case study with an e-fulfilment company is20

presented in Section 4 which investigates the development of a customer-oriented logistics system, analyses

the changes required in order for a conventional system to offer customer orientation and the impact on key

performance measures.

2. Background

In this section, we aim to identify the key challenges towards developing customer-orientation in logistics25

by analysing the relevant literature and conducting a set of exploratory case studies. We also review the use

of the product intelligence approach in logistics.

2.1. Systems Supporting Customer-orientation in Logistics

There are three main factors affecting the level of customer orientation in a logistics supply chain

(and hence the level achieved by its member companies) [1]: customer-closeness, customer-accessibility and30

customer-flexibility. Each of these factors impacts the core logistics operations of an organisation, i.e. inven-

tory, transport and order management. Here, we focus our attention on the information systems required to

support customer orientation and we identify requirements for an information system to support customer-

oriented logistics services. The characteristics are grouped by factors affecting customer orientation [1] and

they draw directly from requirements for customer orientation presented in [4]:35

• customer-closeness:

c1. represent the customer needs linked to an order,

c2. understand and perceive the customers’ changing needs and requests over time,

c3. allow the customer to express his new preferences;

• customer-accessibility :40

a1. collect order-level information regarding a customer’s multiple requirements,

a2. monitor/track the progress of the order, even when the order passes through multiple organisa-

tions.

a3. allow customers to access information that is critical in fulfilling their multiple requirements;

• customer-flexibility :45

f1. respond quickly to changing customer needs,

f2. influence the choice between different options affecting the order when such a choice needs to be

made.
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2.2. Customer Orientation in Conventional Logistics Systems

To understand the way each system characteristic introduced in Section 2.1 is fulfilled by today’s (conven-50

tional) systems, a set of exploratory case studies was conducted. Six case companies were studied, covering

both customers/shippers and logistics providers. Semi-structured interviews were carried out with person-

nel from each company associated with logistics-related operations in their organisations and with a clear

view on customer changing needs and preferences (see Appendix A for further information). The personnel

interviewed were also regular users of different logistics systems including order management, warehouse55

management and transportation management systems (OMS, WMS and TMS respectively. After analysing

the answers to the interviews, the the results of these case studies are summarised in Table 1.

Table 1: Conventional logistics systems fulfilling requirements of customer-orientation

Customer-orientation

Aspects Req Extent addressed by conventional

systems

Limitations of conventional systems

Closeness c1 Orders associated with customer’s ini-

tial choices regarding logistics services

Orders are not necessarily linked with cus-

tomer’s needs

c2 Organisations understand new needs

based on the requests received

New customer needs are not always translated

into new requests made by the customer

c3 Available up to a certain point of time

and for specific order characteristics

Changes are time-dependent or require direct

communication

Accessibility a1 Information provided relates to current

order status, possibly delivery time

Orders hard to be tracked by the customer

since each company provides its own system

a2 An order is tracked at check points Real-time visibility is not available. Harder

when order passes through multiple companies

a3 Order-level information often captured

by the company

Internal operations not entirely visible to the

customer

Flexibility f1 Some changes allowed depending on

the status of the order

Only limited options are given to the customer

or no options at all

f2 Ad-hoc solutions possible in certain

cases

It requires the customer to contact the

provider and negotiate

Table 1 illustrates that conventional logistics systems are capable of providing a high-quality level of

information associated with a customer’s order and monitor their status during logistics operations. Com-

panies understand the importance of accessibility and closeness; systems that can support these aspects60

have already been developed. For example, many last-mile logistics companies offer tracking services for

free and many retailers provide inventory visibility via their web-sites. From a customer’s perspective, the

main limitation of existing systems appears when an order moves among multiple organisations, e.g. from a

retailer to an order fulfilment company and then to a transportation provider. Similarly, customers find it
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hard to track multiple orders when they are required to use the different tracking systems of each logistics65

provider. Another limitation concerns the visibility provided for internal logistics operations, such as the

status of the preparation of an order in a warehouse.

A key limitation of conventional systems however, relates to the limited flexibility available to a customer

to a) express his new needs and b) change the details of his orders once placed. Conventional logistics systems

do not normally allow changes on placed orders or only allow until a specified point of time, which depends70

on operational limitations [7, 10]. Moreover, changes on placed orders normally require human-to-human

interaction via phone calls and e-mails [11, 12].

These limitations are depicted in Figure 1 and can be summarised in the following:

1. Logistics services cannot be fully customised to a customer’s needs.

2. When available, tracking information of a single order is stored in different information systems used75

by logistics providers.

3. Cancellations and amendments are only allowed in certain cases depending on the operational plans of

the logistics provider.

Customer 
1.  Chooses	  items	  
2.  Chooses	  

logis/cs	  op/on	  

Seller 
3.  Conveys	  order	  
4.  Processes	  order	  

Warehouse 
provider 

5.  Picks	  orders	  
6.  Packs	  orders	  
7.  Sorts	  and	  ships	  orders	  

Transportation 
provider 

5.  Loads	  truck	  with	  orders	  
6.  Tranships	  orders	  
7.  Delivers	  order	  

Few	  customisa-on	  
op-ons	  

Interven-ons	  
not	  always	  
allowed	  

Order	  status	  
informa-on	  stored	  in	  
separate	  systems	  

Figure 1: Limitations of conventional logistics systems for supporting customer orientation

We focus on how these limitations can be addressed by using the so-called product intelligence concepts

to develop a more customer-oriented approach in the next section. We firstly, however, provide a brief review80

of the product intelligence paradigm and where it has been used.
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2.3. Product Intelligence in Logistics

In an industrial context, an intelligent product refers to a physical order or product instance that is linked

to information and rules governing the way it is intended to be made, stored or transported that enable the

product to support or influence these operations [9, 13, 8]. For their implementation, intelligent products85

require digital elements (for information storage and decision support) —such as software agents [14, 15]—

to be connected to physical products (or orders), via means such as RFID, bluetooth, Wifi, QR, automated

ID systems [16, 17, 18, 19, 20]. The paradigm is aligned with cyber-physical systems and aims to improve

the responsiveness, flexibility and reconfigurability of industrial systems [21, 22, 23, 24]. Numerous studies

studies have been made on the application of product intelligence in industrial systems, e.g. [25, 18, 26], and90

the interested reader is referred to these for more detailed information.

An intelligent product needs to have part or all of the following five characteristics [8]:

1. Possesses a unique identity

2. Is capable of communicating effectively with its environment

3. Can retain or store data about itself95

4. Deploys a language to display its features, production requirements etc.

5. Is capable of participating in or making decisions relevant to its own destiny

In logistics in particular, the role and potential benefits of product intelligence has been examined in

different logistics operations including road-based transportation [27, 11], cross-docking [28], intermodal

transportation [29, 30], warehousing [31, 32] and procurement [33, 34]. However, there is only limited100

published work that examines a product intelligence approach at the level of autonomous decision making

[35]. With regards to customer orientation, there are arguments found in the literature, that product

intelligence is closely related to customer-pull oriented industrial systems [26] and that it can lead to the

better management of the ‘Voice of Customer’ [36]. In terms of implementation, we note that the basic

principles of product intelligence —focusing on information-oriented intelligent products— are being used105

for the development of tracking systems used by courier companies [37].

3. Customer-Oriented Logistics Using Product Intelligence

In this section we discuss product intelligence as a potential enabler of customer-oriented logistics. We

begin by proposing an information model for the customer-oriented order and we then explain the connection

of the product intelligence paradigm with customer orientation.110
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3.1. An Information Model for a Customer-Oriented Order

In this section, we describe a step-by-step development of an information model that enables customer-

oriented (C-O) features for an order and its links to a provider’s system. In some ways this development

mirrors developments of so-called ‘digital twins’ used in manufacturing and logistics [38, 39].

1. Establish a customer-oriented order template: What are the characteristics of an order as it is115

perceived by the customer? Besides its contents, an order is also likely to include a delivery option

(e.g. speed, date), a delivery address and an alternative, value-added services (e.g. gift bag), payment

details. For a customer-oriented order, it is important for the customer to be able to express his

individual needs and preferences in case of a disruption.

2. Model the life-cycle of an order: What are the different stages an order has to go through from120

its placement to delivery (or even to its return)? Typically, a customer order will be part of one or

more logistics orders (in the retailer), warehouse orders, picking, packing and shipping batches (in

a warehouse), shipments and transshipments (during transportation). Also, what is the information

needed for each stage?

3. Establish tracking and control of a customer order: In this step, the customer has access to125

a platform that allows him to track his order during its complete life-cycle from a single place. More

importantly, using the platform, the customer can control and/or influence his order if needed, e.g. due

to a change in his needs. Control can be done manually (a customer chooses among available options)

or automatically (an option is chosen based on predefined customer preferences).

These steps develop the customer-oriented information model and a final step establishes links to provider130

information systems.

4. Create interfaces between customer order information model and providers’ ordering,

inventory and delivery systems: In order for customer orders to be fulfilled, they need to be

processed by the information and operational systems of sellers and logistics providers. In this step,

the necessary interfaces between the customer order and these systems are developed. Notice that these135

interfaces should allow a continuous interaction between the order and the systems for two reasons:

a) the status of an order during its life-cycle will be more effectively tracked, and b) the details of an

order might change during its life-cycle and these changes might require different processing from the

systems.

The development of the information model and its links to provider information system for a customer-140

oriented order is graphically illustrated in Figure 2 which shows the different steps a customer-oriented order

goes through before and during its execution as well as its interactions with the provider’s systems and

templates.
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Customer Provider

C-O order 
instance

C-O order 
lifecycle

C-O order 
status checking 

and control

Integrated 
C-O order

C-O order 
template

C-O order 
lifecycle template

Order tracking 
system

Interface to 
provider systems

Customer 
needs and 

preferences

Before 
execution

During 
execution

C-O order information model Information templates & systems

Figure 2: Procedure for developing an information model for customer-oriented order

3.2. Deploying Customer-oriented Logistics with Product Intelligence

The discussion in Section 2.2 indicated some of the limitations of conventional logistics systems in sup-145

porting customer orientation. Here we argue that a product intelligence approach —in conjunction with

existing provider systems— offer a mechanism for implementing the customer-oriented information model

introduced in Section 3.1. This is because it provides the ability to directly associate customer needs with

orders which in turn interface with providers’ ordering, inventory and delivery information systems. Note

here that product intelligence is not necessarily the only paradigm that could be used for deploying customer150

orientation.

The suitability of product intelligence for customer-oriented logistics can be seen by mapping the char-

acteristics of product intelligence against the customer-oriented logistics system requirements presented in

Section 2.1. Table 2 presents this mapping. By possessing a (potentially globally) unique identity an intel-

ligent product/order can be identified in multiple organisations and link to the customer needs associated155

with it (Step 1 at C-O Information Model Procedure). Moreover, by communicating effectively with its

environment (i.e. customer, provider, resources) an intelligent product/order can assist a) a provider to un-

derstand its customer’s special needs and b) the collection of order-level information regarding these needs,

e.g. storage temperature. The information collected can be retained and used by the provider and/or the

customer in order to identify disruptions or opportunities for the processing of an order during its life-cycle160

(Step 2 at C-O Information Model Procedure).

The main benefit of introducing product intelligence into a logistics information system compared to
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Table 2: The role of product intelligence in Customer-oriented logistics

Product Intelligence System capabilities for customer-oriented logistics

characteristics Closeness Accessibility Flexibility

Possess a unique iden-

tity

Link to the customer

needs associated to the

order

Track the order in multi-

ple organisations

Capable of communicat-

ing effectively with envi-

ronment

Understand and perceive

customer’s changing

needs and requests over

time

Collect order-level infor-

mation regarding a cus-

tomer’s multiple require-

ments

Retain or store data

about

Monitor/Track the

progress of the order

Deploy a language to

display features, pro-

duction requirements

etc.

Express the preferences

of the customer

Allow customers to access

information that is criti-

cal in fulfilling their needs

Respond to changing cus-

tomer needs

Capable of participating

in or making decisions

relevant to own destiny

Influence the choice be-

tween different options

affecting the order when

such a choice needs to be

made

conventional ones relates to the changes a customer can make to his orders (Step 3 at C-O Information

Model Procedure). By deploying a language to communicate with its environment, an intelligent product

enables the customer to express his changing preferences and needs and the provider to respond to them165

effectively. Therefore, using a product intelligence enabled system a customer can amend the details of his

order, such as its delivery time, after its placement and the underlying information adapts to manage the

change. Furthermore, by using AI-based software that allows an order to influence decisions, the customer

can influence the choice between different options affecting the order, such as the way it will be stored,

prepared or transported. Finally, we note that a product intelligence enabled system can also be partially170

or even fully automated. Instead of a customer keeping track of the status of his order and making decisions

accordingly, he can define rules regarding the handling of his order under certain circumstances. In this way,

new decisions can be automatically triggered in the system once an order enters a certain state such as for

example in [40, 33, 41].

Last but not least, a product intelligence approach can enable the easier development of interfaces between175

a customer order and the provider’s systems (Step 4 at C-O Information Model Procedure). This is due

to the fact that, in a product intelligence approach, the decision making software agents associated with
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a product or order can easily communicate with the resources available at a provider’s system, (which can

also be represented by software agents themselves) and are capable of managing internal operations [13, 33].

Existing reference architectures from holonic manufacturing control [42, 43, 44, 45, 46] can be used for the180

implementation of the actual interfaces between a customer order and the providers’ resources and products,

after the necessary adaptation to cover the needs of logistics operations (e.g. a physical product is unlikely

to require transformation in logistics as it is often the case in manufacturing).

A simple example that illustrates the result from applying the suggested procedure of the previous

section in a logistics scenario (using product intelligence) is depicted in Figure 3. In this scenario a customer185

is ordering several items as part of a single order. Once the customer order is received by the seller, it

generates an intelligent software agent to accompany it through preparation and transportation. In this way,

agents collect information about the order status that can then share with the customers via on-line tracking

systems, thus offering visibility of the internal order processing, warehousing and transportation operations.

At the same time, they provide a platform for the customers to express their preferences.190

Once a customer decides to amend the details of his order by adding more products to it or by changing

the due date (after the order has been placed), the order agent is responsible for taking appropriate action

depending on the order status at the time the amendment took place. In this example, the pick-list of a

human picker needs to be dynamically updated in order to take into account the new item requested by the

customer. This is decided after the order agent interacts with the warehousing system and negotiates with the195

corresponding picker agent about the inclusion of the new item in the existing pick list. The transportation

option is also required to change to satisfy the new customer requirement regarding the delivery date. This

is decided after evaluating the different transportation options the courier can offer at the time of request.

Figure 3 illustrates the way in which the proposed customer-oriented information model supplements

rather than replaces a logistics provider information systems environment, substantially altering the way200

that environment interfaces to the customer. It also brings up a two key issues in adopting an intelligent

product approach in practice. Firstly, the need to develop the necessary interfaces with existing warehouse

and transportation management systems already in use by the different logistics providers an order interacts

with during its life-cycle. This is indeed an important interoperability challenge that has been identified by

various researchers in the past [47, 48, 49, 26]. As indicated in Figure 3, a potential solution for this issue is205

the usage of software agents (e.g. courier, picker, retailer) that represent different actors as it has been shown

in other logistics contexts [34, 50]. Secondly, the impact of allowing changes of customer orders to existing

operations. This impact is twofold: firstly operations might need to be redesigned to be able to accommodate

customer changes and secondly the overall performance of an operation might be affected while trying to

accommodate a customer change (e.g. by affecting other customer orders). We will investigate both issues210

in the case study that follows.
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Customer Provider

Order #...

•  Product …
•  Product …
•  Product …

Delivered by …

Order #213

•  Product L (x2)
•  Product X

Delivered by Apr 22

Order #213 agent

creates

Potential stages

1. Received
2. Under preparation in 

warehouse
3. Loaded on truck
4. Delivered

Order template
provides

Order instance

Order lifecycle template

provides

Planned Lifecycle  

1. Received
2. Picked with Orders #212 and #215
3. Loaded on truck offering standard 

delivery (3.5 days)
4. Delivered

Order lifecycle instance

creates

Tracking of 
order #213

✓  Received
 Picked

   Loaded
     Delivered

Tracking system

Order #213

•  Product L (x2)
•  Product X

Delivered by Apr 22 20

•  Product Y

Order #213 agent

updates

Picking list and route

•  Product L (x4) L11

•  Product Z (x5) L24

•  Product X (x2) L25

Order #213 agent

•  Product Y L18

Picker agent
negotiates

New delivery date = Apr 20

Courier agent
negotiates

Express Delivery

Delivers in 1-3 days

Same Day Delivery

Delivers on the same day

supports

controls

places

uses

updates 
order

Warehouse management system

Transportation management system

Order management system

Figure 3: Example of supplementing provider information model with customer-oriented information
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4. Case Study

In this section we investigate implementation challenges of customer-oriented logistics via an in-depth

case study with a third-party logistics company. The aims of this study were:

1. to explore how customer-oriented information can be embedded within the company’s logistics systems215

(order management and warehouse management systems);

2. to determine how to adapt or extend the existing logistics system in order to offer customer orientation;

3. to evaluate the impact of customer orientation on provider performance.

Referring to Section 2.2, Table 1 we focused this case study on the flexibility aspect of customer orientation

as logistics flexibility has been shown to impact customer satisfaction [51, 52]. More specifically, we explored220

the implementation of logistics offerings that allow customers to amend the details of their orders after their

placement (i.e. flexible logistics offerings); offerings that are not widely offered with today’s systems but are

clearly an important aspect of customer orientation. At the same time, enabling changes to delivery plans

appears to be an important element of flexibility in other functions supported by industrial systems such as

in manufacturing [53].225

4.1. Problem Description

The case company is an e-commerce and mail order fulfilment warehouse company. The company acts as

a third-party logistics operator. The company stores, picks, packs and dispatches goods to end-customers on

behalf of their clients, the on-line retailers. The company offers customer accessibility via in-warehouse track-

ing and via links with courier tracking systems but was interested in determining under which circumstances230

increased levels of customer intervention would not necessarily disrupt regular operations.

In this study, we considered the case where the end-customer requests order modifications (via the retailer

client). Modifications normally refer to a change in the delivery date or address of an order, a change in the

contents of an order (product types and/or number of product instances) or, less often, the cancellation of

an order. More specifically, we investigated the possibility of allowing end-customers to directly change the235

delivery option (and thus the delivery date) of an order at any point of time before the order is handed to

a courier. At a trial stage, we investigated providing this offering to one of the company’s big clients that

counted for more than 15% of all orders placed.

4.2. Developing the Customer-Oriented Logistics Solution

In this section, we follow the four-step procedure presented in Section 3.1 to illustrate the solution240

(developed for the case study company) to enable flexible logistics offerings.

1. C-O order template: A customer order (consisting of items to be delivered to a (home) address)

typically uses one of two options: a) guaranteed next day delivery using a courier service or b) priority
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delivery using postal services. In this case study, we consider a third possibility c) that the end-customer

changes the order time some time after the order is placed.245

2. Life-cycle model: From the perspective of the warehousing company, the life-cycle of an order begins

when it is receiveed and ends with its despatch to the end-customer. The different states that a

customer order goes through are shown in Figure 4 using a Petri Net diagram.

Receipt

Received

Capture

Customer holds

OnHold

Customer unholds

Products out of 
stock

IsStuck

Products received

Products_AvailableFree

Customer order Picking

Pick required products

Order_IsPicked

Packing started

Packing

Packing complete

Labelling

Labelling complete

Boxed

Despatch

Despatched

Checking

Picker reports 
problem

Problem solved

Packing 
continues

Figure 4: Petri Net for customer order

3. Tracking and control: The company offered an online platform that customers can use to check

the status of their orders, as well as providing links to courier tracking systems. In a flexible logistics250

offering, end-customers should be able to use this platform to also control their orders.

4. Order-Provider interface: In order to enable order modifications at any point of time, three cases

are identified depending on the status of the order at the time of request.

(a) Pref-pick modifications: If an order has not been picked by the time of the request, the company’s

client can put an order “on-hold” and make the appropriate changes via an on-line platform.255

(b) Pre-labelled modifications: If at the time a request is received, the associated order has not been

labelled, the company can change the delivery priority for this particular order (after modifying

their IT systems accordingly). In this way, the order will be packed and labelled accordingly by

a human operator when it reaches the packing stage. However, this is likely to slow down orders

with lower priority.260

(c) Post-labelled modifications: If the order has been labelled at the time of request, the order has to

be located in the warehouse and then repacked and relabelled. This is a costly process. Firstly,

it is likely that the order has to be relabelled which might require additional packaging material
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to be used. Secondly, locating an order in the warehouse can be very time consuming, especially

in cases when an order has already been placed in a pile of boxed orders, ready to be despatched.265

In order to demonstrate the implementation of the above flexible logistics offerings, a simulation model

representing the company’s operations was used. The simulation model was developed following the three

steps defined by [54]. Firstly, an assumptions document that describes how the system works relative to the

particular issues that the model is to address was created following observations of the warehouse operations

and discussions with the managers and the operators in the company. The assumptions document, containing270

various process mapping diagrams (such as Figure 4) described the different operations and systems used

to process an order after its placement. As the focus of this research was the customer order, it was

also studied how different order characteristics (e.g. size, delivery options, priority) had an impact on the

warehouse operations. The document was validated by the managers of the company following a structured

walk-through.275

Secondly, the computer programme of the simulation model was created using the Simio modelling sys-

tem1 (see also Appendix B.1). The computer programme takes an input the model of the current operations,

as they are described in the assumptions document, and distributions for a) the duration of different pro-

cesses and b) the probability an order will possess certain characteristics. In the simulation, customer orders

are represented by software agents that express the preferences of the customer and move between the states280

identified in the assumption document. These agents can communicate with the warehouse pickers (typically

managed by the warehouse management system) in order to be processed according to the needs of the cus-

tomer. If a customer’s needs change during an order’s life-cycle the corresponding agent changes the order’s

delivery option and communicates how it should be processed. The verification of the computer programme

was done using several techniques suggested by [54] including testing under various input parameters and285

tracing.

Thirdly, the simulation programme’s validity was tested both qualitatively (e.g. via the collection of

high-quality information and data and via regular interaction with the managers) and quantitatively (via an

experiment; see Appendix B.2). Overall, this three-step approach allowed for the validation and verification

of the simulation model and for the careful assessment of the problem into consideration.290

4.3. Provider Challenges for Implementation

Following detailed assessment with the case company, we now examine the impact of implementing a

flexible logistics offering in conjunction with the third-party logistics provider’s operational and IT systems.

This is important as it affects the cost to the company to re-develop their existing systems towards a

customer-oriented system.295

1https://www.simio.com/index.php
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a) Operational changes:

• For requests placed up to the point when an order is labelled (i.e. event ‘Labelling Complete’ in

Figure 4), the existing operations can remain the same. This is because up to the point of labelling,

the operations are the same for all orders regardless of their delivery option.

• For requests placed after an order is labelled, an extra process needs to be implemented. This process300

will a) allow a human operator to be notified when a new request is received, b) guide him in the

warehouse in order to locate the boxed order that needs to be relabelled, c) allow him to relabel and

sort the boxed order in the appropriate sorting bin.

b) Changes to IT systems:

• The provider gives access to tracking information of an order in the warehouse to the end-customer.305

Although this was offered by the case company, this is not common among logistics providers.

• A client needs to be given the option to modify the delivery option via the order management system

(provided the order has not left the warehouse).

• If an order has not been assigned to a pick tour when a request for modification is placed, the warehouse

management system should automatically modify the priority of the order to reflect the new delivery310

option.

• If an order has not been labelled when a request for modification is placed, the warehouse management

system should automatically modify its delivery option, and then print the appropriate label with the

new delivery details and point to the human operator the necessary packaging at the packing stage.

• If an order has been labelled and sorted when a request for modification is placed, the warehouse315

management system should notify an operator about the new request and point him to the physical

location of the package in the warehouse.

In this case study only small changes were identified for delivering a flexible logistics offering because

the current information systems used by the company have been developed on an order-level basis. Each

order has its own data profile which is updated every time the order is processed, thus closely following the320

requirements of the customer-oriented information model (see 1).

Finally, we comment that the flexible logistics offering examined in this study focused on one type of

modification. However, there are many ways to further enhance customer orientation by extending its flexible

logistics offering. In this case example, a logistics provider could also consider the following:

• Allow changes to delivery dates after an order has been despatched. This would require an agreement325

between the warehouse provider and the transportation company, as well as the connection of their

systems in order to offer a seamless interface to the client.
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• Allow changes to the contents of an order. This would require changes to the information and oper-

ational systems, similar to those discussed above, but further, information systems that facilitate the

dynamic update of existing picking and packing plans to minimise disruptions should be considered330

[55].

• Allow end-customers to directly influence their orders, thus avoiding unnecessary interaction with

retailers. This will require setting up a direct communication channel with end-customers.

4.4. Impact on Performance

For completeness we conclude this case study with an assessment of the likely impact of introducing335

flexible logistics offerings on performance Even though a flexible logistics offering can be beneficial for both

the case company and its clients, the company has to use resources —to make modifications to orders— at

a cost. Hence, it is important for a company to identify the impact a flexible logistics offering can have on

its overall performance. In order to do so, the simulation model presented in the previous section was used

to conduct an experimental study. After discussions with the case study company, it was assumed that 1340

out of every 10 orders will require a change.

The impact of flexible logistics offerings on performance is illustrated in Figure 5, by plotting two of key

performance performance indicators of the warehouse: a) the percentage of the orders placed and despatched

on the same day, b) the average total time an order needs from the time it is placed until the time it is ready

for despatch. Both performance measures have been adversely affected by the introduction of a flexible345

logistics offering: about 0.6% fewer orders are despatched on the same day and it takes an order about

13.8 minutes longer on average before an order gets ready for despatch. The impact on these performance

measures should be carefully evaluated in comparison to the expected increased revenue from making the

offering available.
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Figure 5: Impact of introducing flexible logistics offering on warehouse performance.

The exact number of orders requiring a modification cannot be known in advance and it is out of the350

control of the company (although the company’s pricing strategy can influence this). As the number of
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these orders increases (or decreases), the impact on performance is expected to change as well. We examine

this issue by varying the probability that an order will require modification in the range 5% and 40%. This

translates to between 45 and 360 orders per month. Figure 6 illustrates the impact of varying probabilities on

the ‘same-day-despatched orders’ and the ‘total time until labelled’ measures2. As expected, the larger the355

number of orders requesting modifications, the more significant the impact of the flexible logistics offering.

This observation should be expected on this business scenario, if one considers that the more time human

operators spend on orders requiring special treatment, the less time they have to perform their normal tasks.

On the other hand, the introduction of a flexible logistics offering does not jeopardise overall performance.

For example, from Figure 6a, when there is a very high chance of requesting a change (i.e. 0.4), only 2% fewer360

orders are not despatched on the same day (from 93.16% to 91.17%), and when half of these orders need

modifications, the difference decreases by more than 50% (from 2% to 0.83%). Similarly Figure 6b illustrates

the extra time needed for each order until it is labelled, which varies from an extra 0.11–0.91 hours when a

flexible logistics offering is in place. Once again, even for a very high probability of modifications, each order

will take, on average, about 55 minutes longer to complete compared to the total time needed currently (i.e.365

5% increase). This indicates some resilience of the company’s operations to the potential disruption imposed

by frequent order modifications.
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Figure 6: Performance measures for varying probability of modifications.

To sum up, the overall performance of the warehouse operations for the case study company is only

minimally affected by interventions to planned operations. This is due to the fact that customer requests for

modifications require interventions to planned operations. These interventions can be costly either because370

they call for human resources who could be occupied elsewhere or due to extra material needed to reprocess

an order.

2When this probability equals zero, no orders require modification and therefore the flexible logistics offering is not in use.
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5. Conclusions

In this paper, we examined the issue of supporting customer orientation in logistics by the introduction

of a procedure for the development of an order information model. We believe that the key findings can375

be generalised to other logistics companies who wish to enhance their customer-oriented offerings, especially

the flexibility aspects of them:

• Certain changes are required to operations and IT systems in order to allow and support customer

interventions. These changes are likely to be of similar nature across logistics companies (especially

e-commerce ones) as the order life-cycle remains —at a certain extend— similar.380

• These changes have the potential to impact on the performance of the physical logistics operations.

Even though some performance degradation occurs depending on the number of orders requiring mod-

ifications and their status at the time of request, this impact was shown to be minimal in the case

studied.

• The product intelligence approach can be used as a suitable enabler for the implementation of the385

model, supplementing rather than replacing existing systems.

Even though this study focused on e-commerce fulfilment as an application example, we believe its

findings are applicable to other logistics and manufacturing cases that experience similar order life-cycles

and that face similar pressures with regard to offering greater flexibility. Such cases are most likely to be

business-to-consumer cases as they need to handle the requirements of several different individual customers.390

In e-commerce in particular, we note that enhanced flexibility can be at odds with another emerging trend;

that of speed. In cases where customers require very fast delivery times (see for example Amazon’s 2-hour

delivery scheme), the available time for changes and modifications is also significantly limited.

Finally, this study also identifies a set of functionalities that an information system should be able to

deliver in order to provide a platform for the development of customer orientation. Luckily, some of these395

functionalities are already developed in industrial systems today. These functionalities can be summarised

in the following:

1. allowing a customer to express order requirements before and after its placement,

2. allowing a customer to access data about the status of his orders and the possible ways to influence

them,400

3. translating new customer requests into operational changes and notifying human operators,

4. negotiating with the customer and/or other participating organisations (e.g. carriers, clients, third-

party logistics providers) over the details of the logistics order (e.g. price, new delivery date).
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Appendix A. Exploratory case studies information

The semi-structured interviews used for the exploratory case studies of this research study were conducted

using the following list of questions:

1. Explain what logistics operations you are responsible for in your organisation?570

2. Do you normally place orders (as a customer) or receive requests for orders/logistics services?

3. If customer:

(a) Describe a typical order you normally place to your supplier/provider.

(b) Do you ever need to change the details of your orders after you place them? In which cases?

Which details?575

(c) How do you track the status of your order and the progress of your requests?

(d) What do you normally do in these cases (what process, who to contact, what information systems)

(e) Are you satisfied by this process? What would you like to be able to do instead?

(f) What do you think is the impact for not being able to change the details of your orders/for

changing the details with the current process?580

(g) Would you be happy to be given the opportunity to pay a fee to change the details of your placed

orders?

4. If not customer:

(a) Describe a typical order customers normally place to you.

(b) What are the options offered to them regarding logistics operations?585

(c) Do your customers ever need to change the details of their orders after they place them? In which

cases? Which details?

(d) How do you get informed about these requests?
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(e) What do you normally do in these cases (what process, who to contact, what information systems)?

(f) How would you characterise this process (time-consuming, add-hoc, easy?). What would you like590

to be able to do instead?

(g) Do you think it is feasible to allow your customers to change the details of their orders at any point

of time? What would it take to make this happen (changes in operations, information systems,

processes)?

(h) What do you think is the impact for not allowing your customers to change the details of their595

orders at any point of time? Do you think they would be interested in having the opportunity to

do so (perhaps after paying a fee)?

A summary of the interviewed organisations appears in Table A.3.

Table A.3: Companies participating in exploratory case studies

Actor Industry Systems discussed Code name

Customer/Shipper Airline OMS Company A

Aerospace and defence OMS Company B

Retailer Grocery Stores OMS, TMS, WMS Company C

Fulfilment services provider Online shopping OMS, WMS Company D

Logistics services provider Transportation & logistics OMS, TMS Company E

Courier services provider Transportation & logistics OMS, TMS Company F

Appendix B. Simulation Development and Validation

Appendix B.1. Development600

For the development of the simulation model, various Simio elements were used as they are summarised

in Table B.4. Figures B.7 and B.8 also illustrate the software environment developed in Simio.

Appendix B.2. Validation

Several components of the simulation model were quantitatively validated using data obtained from a

simulation run of 1000 replications. In the experiment, the computer programme run for a calendar month605

for which operational data were collected from the company in November 2013. The runs used a warm-up

period of 24 hours which were enough for a representative number of orders to enter the system before the

first day of simulation. Table B.5 provides a comparison between the system’s mean and the mean of the

simulation output of a set of measures used for validation. The third and forth columns present the lower

and upper bounds of a 95% confidence interval constructed around the system mean where applicable. As610
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Figure B.7: Warehouse operations in simulation programme (1/2)

Figure B.8: Warehouse operations in simulation programme (2/2
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Table B.4: Implementation details in the Simio programming environment

Warehouse operation ele-

ments

Simio elements Comments

Customer orders Model entity

Arrival of new orders and avail-

able trolleys

Source Orders arrive throughout a day using different

interarrival times in 24 different time slots.

Picking trolleys Parent model entity

States (receiving, picking, la-

belling etc.)

Server Each server is available based on a work

schedule.

Assigning orders to picking

trolleys

Combiner Used to combine multiple member entities

(customer orders) together with a parent en-

tity (trolley).

Remove orders from picking

trolleys before packing

Separator Used to split a batched group of entities (trol-

ley) to the initial member entities (orders).

Customer order characteristics

(priority, size, etc.)

Model entity properties

Opearators Workers Five workers are used, with different work

schedules. Workers are requested by servers

when there are orders waiting for processing.

Orders and used trolleys exit-

ing the system

Sink

Table B.5 illustrates, the simulation outputs are very close to the system mean and inside the confidence

interval.

Table B.5: Comparison of system measures against simulation outputs

Measure System mean Lower bound Upper bound Simulation output

Total time until labelled (h) 17.67 17.20 18.13 17.44

Same-day despatched orders (%) 95.55 N/A N/A 94.97

Time waiting before picking (h) 10.89 10.65 11.12 10.94

Time waiting to be packed (h) 0.39 0.36 0.43 0.39

Total labelling duration (h) 1.56 1.450 1.61 1.59

Trolleys/size (%) Small 41.82 N/A N/A 41.59

Medium 23.22 N/A N/A 23.64

Large 34.96 N/A N/A 34.78

Number of orders despatched 13815 N/A N/A 13741

The most important measure used in this validation technique was the total time an order spends in the
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warehouse from the moment it is received to the moment it is labelled. The simulation mean was just 1%

smaller than the system mean for this measure. Another important measure the company is using is “same-615

day despatch”. An order is considered despatched on the same day if it leaves the warehouse on the same

day it was received (as long as it was received before 3pm). The next four measures are about parameters

that could not be determined by an input distribution such as waiting times in queues and number of trolleys

used (rows 3–7). Finally, we compared the output of the simulation model against the output of the real

system, which had only a 0.5% difference.620
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